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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Cross Basketweave Marble Mosaic Tile For Natural Stone Wall And Floor

Short Description: This mosaic stone tile product looks

3-dimensional view, the whole tile is cross

basketweave shape. We produce trapezoid chips and

small triangle chips and combine them on the fiber

net. Natural marble will improve your property value.

Model No.: WPM116A / WPM116B

Pattern: Cross Basketweave

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Mixed Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

There are many types of mosaics and a stone mosaic is one of them. Stone mosaic refers to

inlaying natural stones, cutting them into mosaics of different specifications, and then

mosaicing them into mosaics according to actual needs. In the mosaic series, the grade of

stone marble mosaic is the highest. This basketweave marble mosaic tile is made of trapezoid

chips and triangle small chips, then manually combine different colors onto the mosaic model
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according to clients’ demands. We can customize the marble colors and marble materials as

well.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Cross Basketweave Marble Mosaic Tile For Natural Stone Wall And Floor

Model No.: WPM116A / WPM116B

Pattern: Cross Basketweave

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Mixed Natural Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Tile size: 305x305mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM116A

Color: White & Cream & Grey

Marble Material: Crystal White Marble, Cream Marfil Marble, Cinderella Grey

Marble

Model No.: WPM116B

Surface: White & Black

Marble Material: Crystal White Marble, Black Wooden Marble

Product Application

Derived from traditional mosaic tiles, marble mosaic tiles are more sculptural, innovative from flat to

three-dimensional, and not only can be used for local decorative embellishment, but also can be used

for large-scale paving, and different spaces can be customized for different spaces Patterns and colors.



This cross basketweave marble mosaic tile product has multiple applications in the interior home

improvement decorations. Such as stone mosaic wall tiles, marble mosaic floor tiles, natural stone tile

shower decor, kitchen wall mosaic, tile mosaic behind stove etc.

We can customize different patterns and colors for different spaces. Advanced modern

three-dimensional mosaic, each side has a different beauty, in the open space, the jumping colors can

always attract the eye for the first time.

FAQ

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble,

there are no two absolute same pieces of the mosaic tiles, please keep noted.

Q: What is your minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1000 square feet).

Q: What is your product price validity?

A: Our price validity on the offer sheet normally is 15 days, we will update the price for you if the

currency is changed.

Q: Can I get any samples? Is it free or not?

A: You need to pay for the mosaic stone sample, and free samples can be offered if our factory has

current stock. The delivery cost is not free paid as well.


